
 

 

 
 

 

REPORT 
Title of Activity* “Patriotic Dance Performance” 

Activity Type Event 

Values: To inculcate the spirit of contribution to the welfare And development of country by exercising basic 
human right of voting 

Learning Outcomes 

1. Students got aware about the voting rights 

2. Students learnt a valuable message of power of voting. 

3. Students learnt about the social value of voting rights. 

 
Organized by Electoral Literacy Club 

Program Theme*Dance Performance “Patriotic Dance Performance” 

Internal Expert Ms. Chahat Malhotra, Nodal Officer, ELC Club 

Date* 25 December, 2023 

Time* Last Date 

Venue Orleans The School 

Poster/Flyer/Notice* 20th December,2023 



 

 
Social media link (promoting in any one 

Facebook/Instagram/Twitter is mandatory) 

https://tiaspg.tecnia.in/electoral-literacy-club/ 

No. of Students* (only no. to be written, list in excel or 

word should be maintain at department level as proof 

24 

for any further requirement)  

No. of Faculty* (only no. to be written , list in excel or 

word should be maintain at department level as proof 

for any further requirement) 

01 

No. of External Participants (students + faculty) 

[write NA if not applicable] 

NA 

Images of the Students Performance 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

             
 

 

 

Report: Description in (min 250 to max 800 words)* 

The ELC club of Tecnia Institute of Advanced Studies (TIAS), Rohini has organized an event; “Patriotic Dance 

performance” on 25th Dec,2023. The event was conducted as an outreach activity on the occasion of Winter Carnival 
which has been organized in Orleans The School .The notice has been circulated in class groups and then the students 

actively came forward to participate in the event.. Firstly, the Nodal officer Ms. Chahat Malhotra introduced about the 

key motive behind the organization of tis event and educated the students about their Voting rights. The Event was 
successful students enjoyed the group dance performance as well as they learnt a valuable message that what are the 

social values attaches with excersisizing of their voting rights .The students learnt a valuable message that their voting 

helps Citizens become more involved in their government and keep it accountable. In addition to voting, there are few 

laws that ensure fair elections around the World, so through this event they learnt all the things. 
 

They also learnt a valuable message that by excersising their voting rights the Democracy will be more free , fair, better. 

They also learnt that voting keeps politicians accountable for their actions and creates framework for democracy. The 

students also came to know about the importance of celebrating voters day and how they can increase participation of 

citizens of country in elections. The students prepared a short discussion videos with their friends and shared their views 
that why we should go for voting and they learnt how their participation is important for the growth and development of 

nation as for economic growth selection of right candidate is very important . 

 



 

In conclusion students got Aware about their voting rights and they also got motivated to give votes 

everytime for the betterment of the society and also for the welfare of their own. They got motivation also to 

make their friends and family members aware about their voting rights. 

 

Resource Person Profile Ms. Chahat Malhotra 

Attendance Sheet* Event 

Feedback Sample feedback Attached with report 

Report Submitted by Convener (write 

faculty coordinator name) 

Ms. Chahat Malhotra, Nodal Officer, ELC Club 

List of Beneficiary 24 

Attendance List of Students 
S. No Name Mobile No Class 

1 Ansh Gupta 9910632485 BBA 

2 Nipun Sharma 9811388237 BBA 

3 Deepansh Manek 7827880287 BBA 

4 Harshil Bansal 9319719968 BBA 

5 Aryan 7011369954 BBA 

6 Bharat 9811045365 BBA 

7 Sayma Bhatia 9311313939 BBA 

8 Sanya Jadwani 9873801265 BBA 

9 Samahi Vashist 7428604251 BBA 

10 Parshav Goyal 9625442819 BBA 

11 Abhishek Jadli 9971398353 BBA 

12 Sarthak Gupta 9625582074 BBA 

13 Mehak 9810760061 BBA 

14 Priyanshi 9599772470 BBA 

15 Divanshu Patel 9289082528 BBA 

16 Nakshatra Bhatia 8287876496 BBA 

17 Mehak Trikha 9582062695 BBA 

18 Pratham khandelwal 8368768970 BBA 

19 Yashpreet 9990888205 BBA 

20 Tushar 8898979293 BBA 



 

21 Kuschal Nischal 7701815442 BBA 

22 Ayush Jain 8178629882 BBA 

23 Parth Jain 9873671488 BBA 

24 Niyati 9910963551 BBA 



 

 
 


